
THE
LIVING 

PROJECT
A Powerful Coaching JOURNEY WITH THE WILd



WHO we are
The Living Project is a powerful journey with the Wild. Founded by Cormac 

Davey and Josh Bulpin, two passionate humans who’ve spent the past decade 
working with young people in the Wild to facilitate powerful personal 

development

we have a simple philosophy:
we believe that a healthy human life lies in a conscious, fluid balance of four key elements

Water
challenge, reflect, refresh

Earth
grounding, security, values

Fire
intention, ignition, passion

Air
confidence, connection, play

the Wild is our vehicle to tap into these elements. in the Wild we connect with ourselves, others, and our planet. the Wild supports our 
wellbeing and is magic for our mental health



What we do
we provide powerful opportunities for individuals and teams to connect 

with themselves and each other. the Wild is our vehicle

we support young people to:

reflect on their experience and the experience of others

grow compassion for themselves and others

improve mental health and wellbeing

become guardians of the wild



THE JOURNEY

Day 1: Land

Where: Travel from school to accommodation in Dartmoor

How: Arrive, settle, land + commit to the journey

What: Mindfulness session on landing and presence. Group exploration of wellbeing/mental health and the power of the 
wild. Initiate journaling (The Living Project Journals provided) of experience. Communal cooking

Why: Begin to engage in self-reflection and considering effective self-care. Engage with value of the wild in aiding 
wellbeing and self-care. Engage with the experience of others, build compassion for self and others. Initiate healthy habits 
of self care, self reflection and conscious engagement with journey of self 



THE JOURNEY

Day 2: Begin

Where: Accommodation in Dartmoor

How: Yoga + Mindfulness to start the day. ½ day whole group facilitation + 1-1 initial coaching session for each participant 

What: Consider personal purpose and listen to that of others. Develop awareness of personal journey during Wild 24. 
Continue journaling. Prepare for the Wild. Communal cooking. Film screening

Why: Further development of self-reflection and considering effective self-care. Engage with value of the wild in aiding 
wellbeing and self-care. Engage with the experience of others, build compassion for self and others. Initiate healthy habits 
of self care, self reflection and conscious engagement with journey of self. Be prepared for 24hrs in the Wild 



THE JOURNEY
Day 3 AM: Get Ready

Where: Accommodation in Dartmoor

How: Yoga + Mindfulness to start the day. Final preparations for the Wild

What: Commit to a Wild Journey 

Day 3 PM/Day 4 AM: Get Wild

Where: Transport from accommodation to start point for Wild 24. Then head into the Wild.

How/What: Wild 24. Journey details below

Why: Removed from noise this unique experience will enable young people to:

• reflect on their experience and the experience of others, connect with themselves, others and the wild
• build on habits initiated in days 1 + 2 that foster self-care, compassion for others and a commitment to a 

journey of self
• explore emotional competence
• develop awareness of how to improve their own mental health and wellbeing and consider that of others
• develop a commitment to the value of the wild and become guardians of the wild in the future



WILD 24 - THE JOURNEY
LAND:

On arriving at the start point you'll be guided through a technique Josh learned from wild people living with their environment in the woods of Sweden. 
We'll land in the environment through engaging our senses and tune into the wild.

CONNECT:

As we make our way through the stunning landscapes of Dartmoor each of you will spend 1:1 time with both Josh and Cormac. This continues the 
personal coaching begun on Day 2. This time inspired by the environment.

REFLECT:

When we encounter Water, we'll take the time to stop, to look into the river and ask ourselves some powerful questions. We'll have the time to 
journal answers and kindly and powerfully challenge ourselves.

LIVE WILD:

We'll make camp in an ancient forest, next to a river and take time to experience the joy of simply living with the wild.

IGNITE:

After building fire and eating together we'll engage with the heart of living wild, the fire, and work with it to consider our journey so far. We'll use fire to 
burn away the old and ignite our intentions.

GROUND:

After a night spent sleeping on the forest floor we'll begin day two with some wild yoga, some breath work, and a tasty breakfast.

REFRESH:

Before leaving our wild home we'll work with the water once more to wake ourselves up through a cold water experience.

REMEMBER:

We'll use the rock of Dartmoor, either a stone circle or a high Tor top to guide you through a mindful moment with the Wild.

CELEBRATE:

As we come to the end of our 24hrs with the Wild we'll take the time to stop and share our experience through a powerful group exercise.



THE JOURNEY

Day 4 PM: Celebrate

Where: Transport back to Accommodation in Dartmoor

How: Group reflection and celebration

What: Consider personal experience and listen to that of others. Develop awareness of personal journey during Wild 24. 
Continue journaling. Commit to future action. Communal cooking

Why: Further development of self-reflection and considering effective self-care. Understand value of the wild in aiding 
wellbeing and self-care. Engage with the experience of others, build compassion for self and others. Further commit to  
healthy habits of self care, self reflection and conscious engagement with journey of self. 



THE JOURNEY

Day 5 AM: Live

Where: Accommodation in Dartmoor/ transport back to school

How: Yoga + Mindfulness to start the day. Group facilitation. 1-1 coaching

What: Group + individual reflection of shared and individual experience of the journey. Group and individual commitment 
to present and future actions arising as a result of experience

Why: Cement practise that fosters self-care, compassion for others and healthy habits to improve wellbeing and mental 
health. Cement commitment to becoming guardians of the wild. Provide space for decompression and reflection, personal 
and group to enable commitment to habits and practises learned throughout the journey



THE JOURNEY
LOGISTICS/DETAILS:

Transport: Transport to and from Dartmoor base not included. Transport from Dartmoor base to Wild24 start and return 
included.

Food: All food (healthy and wholesome) provided in cost. While at accommodation base participants will cook communally 
with basic kitchen facilities to foster group connection and sharing of experience. During Wild24 all meals are 
provided/cooked by The Living Project in order to provide maximum connection with the Wild for participants.

Accommodation: Is basic bunkhouse style with capacity for gender split spaces. Accommodation is ‘back to basics’ and all 
about shared experience. Participants will be required to bring their own sleeping mat and sleeping bag. Adults will be 
provided their own space. During Wild 24 all participants will sleep outside.

Kit: The Living Project will provide all group and emergency kit required. Participants will be required to bring their own 
personal kit, including sleeping kit. A Kit list will be provided in advance.

Numbers: In order to provide maximum impact and quality experience on this unique event our maximum number of 
students is 16 + 2 accompanying adults.

Flexibility: We are able to provide this experience based at school for Day 1+2, moving to Dartmoor for Wild 24 and 
delivering Day 5 at school should the need arise.



PRICE: £495 p.p

www.thelivingproject.life

hello@thelivingproject.life

Socials @itsthelivingproject

Josh: 07592 301686

Cormac: 07733 234393

http://www.thelivingproject.life/
mailto:hello@thelivingproject.life

